Inverse-Directed Propagation-Based Hexagonal Hogel Sampling for Holographic Stereogram Printing System
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Abstract

Holographic stereogram (HS) printing is a promising holographic technique for three-dimensional (3D) visualization of an object with accurate depth cues. In this paper, unlike the conventional rectangular hogel based HS, efficient hexagonal hogels sampling for HS printing that enhances the volumetric visualization of reconstruction while providing rapidly generated data using inverse-directed propagation (IDP) is proposed. Specifically, an array of hexagonal hogels is sampled by a computer-generated integral imaging technique using an IDP, which acquires the full information of the 3D object prior to higher volumetric 3D reconstruction. To demonstrate the proposed
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approach, IDP-based hexagonal hogel sampling for HS printing is implemented, and the enhanced image quality of printed holograms is verified both by numerical simulation and in an optical experiment.
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1 Introduction

Holography is advanced three-dimensional (3D) display technology that is predicted to supply all depth cues required by human eyes. Holography has improved rapidly and has many applications including 3D displays, holographic optical elements (HOEs), and hologram printing [1–4]. In recent years, holographic printing, a highly promising 3D imaging technique, has been used to represent realistic 3D scenes. The main feature of holographic printing is that the entire hologram consists of multiple sub-holograms (hogels), which are sequentially displayed on a spatial light modulator (SLM) and recorded on holographic material via an optical setup of holographic printing system [5–7]. Generally, holographic printing is classified into three types: holographic stereogram (HS) printing, wavefront printing, and holographic fringe printing. Among these three types, HS printing is commonly utilized in the field of holographic printing systems. This method reproduces 3D images of objects in a variety of sizes under incoherent illumination; texture, shading, reflections, and occlusion effects are created due to using a light-field rendering technique [8–11]. An efficient hogel-based HS synthesis approach is proposed for HS printing by decreasing spatial-angular trade-off [12]. Moreover, several HS methods based on integral imaging (InIm) techniques are presented by using fast Fourier transform (FFT) calculations to convert an elemental image (EI) into a hogel; this improves HS image quality [13, 14]. Also, a simplified fast HS method based on InIm [using the inverse-directed propagation (IDP) algorithm] has been applied for direct HS printing without degrading image quality [15].

In this paper, we present inverse-directed propagation-based hexagonal hogel sampling for an HS printing system. Hexagonal hogel sampling proceeds via IDP; this yields fully computed parameters for HS printing and enhances the solid 3D visualization because of the higher sampling density (despite simple and fast computation). The proposed IDP-based hexagonal hogel sampling method allows for effective HS printing.
2 Proposed Method

In this paper, IDP-based hexagonal hogel sampling for the HS printing system is proposed. Fully analyzed digital content is used to enhance 3D reconstruction. Figure 1 presents a schematic of IDP-based hexagonal hogel sampling for an HS printing system that yields a qualified 3D representation of an object. There are three major steps in the HS printing: initialization; IDP-based hexagonal hogel sampling [during which phase-modulated hexagonal hogels are generated]; and hexagonal hogel printing under a fully automated personal computer-based controller.

First, the initialization process is implemented to obtain color and depth data of the high-density 3D object by accessing depth layers. In addition, the main parameters for hexagonal elemental image (HEI) sampling, such as the details of the virtual hexagonal lens array (focal length, pitch of hexagonal elemental lenses, and number), gap (g) from the HEI plane to the virtual hexagonal lens array, and pixel pitch of the HEI plane are optimized depending on the hogel printing setup. Then, the obtained 3D object data and optimized parameters are input to the second step for the asymmetrical structured hexagonal hogel array generation.

Secondly as shown in Figure 2, the IDP-based hexagonal hogel sampling is applied by using computer-generated integral imaging (CGII) based on the IDP algorithm [15] to acquire HEIs. In the HEI generation, a propagation direction of light is inverted from that of the HEI plane to that of the 3D object’s point plane, based on IDP. Thus, the light propagations from all pixels of HEI pass through only the corresponding single hexagonal elemental lens.

Figure 1 Schematic of the proposed IDP-based hexagonal hogel sampling method for HS printing.
In contrast, in the conventional InIm method, each point of a 3D object is imaged by every elemental lens and directly stored as EI plane’s pixels, where possible; the corresponding color data is re-stored at the corresponding pixels of the EI plane. This creates a double loop when checking that the computational conditions are satisfied during conventional EIA generation and lead to a computation time longer. Furthermore, hexagonal EIA generation is difficult using conventional InIm methods, because additional calculations are required to establish the nearest distance between an arbitrary HEI pixel and the center of each elemental lens [16]. In our method, the hexagonal EIA is sampled using the following equation:

\[
\begin{align*}
u &= x_{HLC} + \left( x_{HLC} - E_X \right) \frac{z}{g}, \\
v &= y_{HLC} + \left( y_{HLC} - E_Y \right) \frac{z}{g}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(x_{HLC}, y_{HLC}\) is the center of a hexagonal elemental lens and \(E_X\) and \(E_Y\) are the coordinates of a pixel on the HEI plane. If a point of a 3D object lies on the calculated point \((u, v, z)\), color data on that point is saved as an HEI pixel \((E_X, E_Y)\). There is no need to check all 3D object points for every elemental lens. The single HEI pixel is imaged via only the single corresponding lens, allowing for independent HEI generation that aids parallel computing. Thus, the computation iteration number is defined only by the resolution of the hexagonal EIA plane; this reduces computational time. In addition, the occlusion effect is easily included in calculation because (for example) if two object points, A and B, are defined for an HEI pixel (in Figure 2), the
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**Figure 2** HEIs generation using IDP.
point nearest the HEI plane is stored at the HEI pixel. Hence, occlusion is considered without the need for an additional algorithm (e.g., the hidden point removal operator). After hexagonal EIA generation, each HEI is subjected to a single FFT to yield the hogel fringe pattern. Then, the hogel is calculated by integrating the fringe pattern with a reference beam. This allows for off-axis hologram generation via Fresnel propagation according to Equation (2), where $z$ is the distance from the HEI plane to the hogel plane, $(\xi, \eta)$ and $(x, y)$ are the spatial coordinates at the hogel and reconstruction planes, $k$ is the wavenumber, $U_o(x, y)$ is the complex amplitude of HEI, and $FFT$ and $IFFT$ the Fourier and inverse Fourier transform operators, respectively.

$$U_{\text{hogel}}(\xi, \eta) = \frac{e^{jkz}}{j\lambda z} IFFT[FFT[U_o(x, y)] \times FFT[\exp \left( j \frac{k}{2z} (x^2 + y^2) \right)]]$$

(2)

Most HS printing systems employ rectangular hogel sampling; the light propagation distribution is sampled by a rectangular lattice. However, when a hexagonal lens array is sampled, the volumetric visualization (which is including a parallax, occlusion, and depth information) of a reconstructed 3D object is higher compared to that after sampling using a conventional rectangular lens array because the sampling density of the former array is larger. This is widely used in InIm systems to enhance 3D image quality [17–19]. More hexagonal than rectangular elemental lenses fit into the same area $S$; the pitches of all elemental lenses are denoted by $P$ (Figure 3). Also, a single hexagonal elemental lens is neighbored by six hexagonal elemental lenses at the same distances; a single rectangular elemental lens is neighbored by only four elemental lenses. Thus, hexagonal hogel sampling has a higher fill factor than conventional rectangular hogel-based sampling; this enhances volumetric 3D visualization. Note that, the fill factor is evaluated by the ratio of areas covered by elemental lenses to a total area of the elemental lens array. In addition, the spatial resolution of the 3D reconstruction is enhanced accordingly due to the higher sampling rate of the hexagonal sampling.

Finally, fully automatic hexagonal hogel printing employing a graphical user interface (GUI) is implemented. A schematic of the optical setup for the hexagonal HS printing system is shown in Figure 4. The SLM, X-Y translation stage, and electrical shutter are synchronously controlled by a personal computer (PC). The hogel printing path creates an asymmetrical, structured hexagonal hogel array. The hogels are sequentially printed.
3 Simulation and Experimental Result

In the experiment, a simple virtual 3D object was used. The digital content for the hexagonal hogels was generated as quickly as possible with enhancement of 3D image quality. The computer-generated data on hexagonal hogels were printed on holographic material optically. The experimental results afforded by IDP-based, hexagonal hogel HS printing prototype verified that 3D volume reconstruction was improved.

3.1 IDP-based Hexagonal Hogel Sampling

HEIs were generated via IDP-based hexagonal hogel sampling from the object “3D OIP”. Table 1 demonstrates the details of optimized parameters in
Table 1 Specifications of 3D object and main experimental parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HS resolution</td>
<td>50,000 × 50,000 pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase-modulated hogel resolution</td>
<td>1,000 × 1,000 pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexagonal hogel number</td>
<td>58 × 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexagonal lens array</td>
<td>58 × 50 hexagonal elemental lenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focal length: 3.3 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elemental lens pitch (P): 1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexagonal EIA plane resolution</td>
<td>5,000 × 5,000 pixels (with 0.01 mm pixel pitch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEI resolution</td>
<td>115 × 100 pixels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D object</td>
<td>3D OIP (1,023,120 object points)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal computer</td>
<td>CPU: Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-8700 @ 3.2 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RAM: 16 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 IDP-based hexagonal hogel sampling. (a) The 3D point cloud object “3D OIP”. (b) The hexagonal EIA. (c) The phase-modulated HEIs (hexagonal hogels for HS printing).

the experiment, including the simple characters (number/letters) “3D OIP”, the main parameters required for HEI sampling, and the PC specifications.

The simple 3D object “3D OIP” and corresponding hexagonal EIA (produced using the parameters in Table 1) are presented in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) respectively. The phase-modulated hexagonal hogels for HS printing are shown in Figure 5(c).

Hexagonal EIA generation required only 2.08 s and IDP-based hexagonal hogel generation improved image quality. The CGH calculation time for 58 × 50 phase-modulated hogels was 629.88 s via GPU parallel computing. Therefore, the total calculation time required to generate the digital data of the hexagonal hogels was approximately 631.96 s for a high-resolution hologram.
3.2 Hexagonal Hogel Printing

Hexagonal hogel-based HS printing, using the configuration in Figure 4, was implemented using the optimized hexagonal array structure. The prototype of hexagonal hogel-based HS printing system used the green laser with 532 nm wavelength, HOLOEYE LETO reflective-type phase-only SLM with 1920 × 1080 pixels resolution and 6.4 µm pixel pitch, and Litholo CRT20 film which has 16 µm thickness as a printing material. The generated CGH patterns for hogels were displayed on the SLM and illuminated by the object beam; these were then demagnified by the objective lenses and recorded to the holographic material within the reference beam illuminated from the opposite side of the material at 45° degrees.

The elementary hexagonal holograms are created one by one on the holographic film by following the material shifting path. In the hexagonal hogel printing, 58 × 50 hexagonal hogels were successfully recorded on the area of 50 mm² film where the size of each hexagonal hogel was 1.15 mm × 1 mm [Figure 6(a)]. Note that, the area of 50 mm² film can occupy to record 50 × 50 rectangular hogels. The intensity ratio of the two beams was 1:1 (4.5 mW) and the total printing time was approximately 2.41 hours where a hogel exposure time was 2 seconds, and a settling time was 1 second.

More hexagonal hogels are sampled and recorded when the hogels are uniformly distributed; in a single hexagonal hogel, there are six neighboring hogels with equal distances between lens centers. The 6 × 5 hexagonal hogels and 5 × 5 rectangular hogels are contained in the S area [Figures 6(a) and 6(b)], and the fill factors measured as 72.96% (rectangular hogel array) and 94.17% (hexagonal hogel array) in the printed hexagonal hogels and rectangular hogels respectively. As a result, the filter factor is enhanced by 1.29 times in the proposed hexagon hogel sampling compared to the rectangular hogels.

Figure 6 Hogels printed on holographic material: (a) enlarged image of 58 × 50 hexagonal hogels, (b) Reconstructions of 6 × 5 hexagonal hogels and (c) 5 × 5 rectangular hogels focused on the film.
Inverse-Directed Propagation-Based Hexagonal Hogel Sampling

4 Conclusion

We used IDP-based hexagonal hogels for HS printing; this allows for accurate and solid 3D visualization. Hexagonal hogels are sampled using an effective high-density sampling structure (a hexagonal grid) to create full-parallax HSs that were then recorded on holographic material using a hexagonal hogel printing system. Full-parallax 3D reproduction of the object was successful. Moreover, hexagonal hogel printing improved HS reconstruction by enhancing the fill factor and volumetric visualization of reconstruction more so than conventional rectangular hogel printing.
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